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Quantum gate decomposition

qubit timelines

quantum program (unitary):

controlled not gates

single qubit 
rotations

preserves the norm of  the state:



Optimized quantum circuit synthesis

How to find an optimal gate decomposition?
fewest gate count?
smallest depth?

Available gate decomposition utilities:

Quantum Fast Approximate Synthesis Tool (QFAST) 
QSearch + LEAP 
(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)

UniversalQCompiler (incorporated into QISKIT) 
(ETH Zürich, University of York, TUM)

T|ket>: A Retargetable Compiler for NISQ Devices
(Cambridge Quantum Computing Ltd., University of Strathclyde



How close is an approximation to the exact one?

Hilbert-Schmidt test:

exact evolution: U approximate evolution: V

average taken over the Haar 
distribution

The fidelity of the approximation:

The cost function of the optimization:
size of the 
matrices

for exact decmposition: 



How close is an approximation to the exact one?

Frobenius-norm based fidelity

The cost function of the optimization:

"Best Approximate Quantum Compiling Problems"
Liam Madden (University of Colorado), 
Andrea Simonetto (IBM Research Ireland)

arXiv:2106.05649

The Fidelity:



Adaptive quantum gate decomposition
 (SQUANDER)
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 SQUANDER vs QFAST vs QSearch

In the benchmark we tested the decomposition of 3, 4 and 5-qubit unitaries from 
online database containing series of circuits published as part of the 
Qiskit Developer Challenge, a public competition to design a better routing algorithm.

quantum circuits of well known algorithms:

Grover search, 

Quantum Fourier Transformation (QFT)

Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA),

Quantum variational eigensolver (VQE) 

https://github.com/iic-jku/ibm_qx_mapping



Gate synthesis benchmark

gate fidelity:



Gate synthesis benchmark

gate fidelity:



Complexity analysis of the calculations

The cost function of the optimization:

The computational cost to evaluate 

trial circuit to
synthesize U

input quantum
program 2nx2n

 

is M x 4n

Number of gates Number of qubits

Gradient components also need to be calculated

Hardware 
accelerator 



FPGA implementation of a
quantum computer simulator

reasonable trade-off 

computational concurrency
(on-chip multipliers used for multiplications)

number of supported qubits
 (converted into on-chip memory usage)

computational accuracy
(fixed point number representation, bitwidth)

support for arbitrary quantum circuit composed of single qubit
rotations and conditional two-qubit gates

High level development framework of 

don't recompile the FPGA implementation when the gate structure is changed



Data-flow implementation of a
quantum computer simulator

Computations: operations 
on the elements of a data 

stream

Organize data into streams 
flowing through the chip

FPGA hardware + data-flow programming model = 
Data-flow engine (DFE)



DFE flavour of quantum gate operations 

000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

Unitary
trans.

on the 2nd.
qubit

unitary V transformed unitary V

The elementary gate operations can be represented by
sparse unitaries, mixing element pairs in the columns of V

Organizing the columns of V 
into a stream of data 

DFE model of 
gate operations 



DFE implementatio of
quantum gate operations

Stream FIFO

apply unitary
transformation

0,1,...,2n-1 counter
001011001
index: 89} Gate kernel 

generator

target qubit (3)

control qubit (6)

control qubit state

target qubit state

target qubit 
index pair:

2x2 unitary
transformation

stream of
transformed unitary

Data stream of the
2nx2n unitary matrix

Gate

index

stream from CPU
parameters
and gate sequence

V

V

Stream offset
}

001010001

81

two-component vector
formed from two streams

state machine



Complexity of a gate operation

Amplitude transformation

Karatsuba multiplication of 32-bit integers (W=16 bits)

2 complex multiplication and 1 complex addition

}
3 multiplications instead of 4
and 5 additions

In total: 2 x 3 x 3 = 18 multiplications       18 DSP units are needed

Use Karatsuba strategy for complex multiplications as well

+ look-up-tables (LUTs) 

18 bit x 27 bit 32bit multiplications needs to be tiled

digital signal processing (DSP) units for multiplicatios have input ports:
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DFE quantum computer simulator

stream to CPU

Memory

Gates 

Data stream of the
2nx2n unitary matrix
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Gate kernel
data stream

stream from CPU

parameters
and gate sequence

250 MHz260 MHz

150 MHz 350 MHz

350 MHz

350 MHz 350 MHz

350 MHz

350 MHz

storing the tranformed
unitary after each data-stream
round trip and its derivates

on-board

Chain up successive gate operations to increase computational concurrency

Buffer the transformed unitary into the on-board memory (64 GB)



DFE quantum computer simulator

6 x 18 = 108 gates on each Super Logic Region (SLR)

6 asynchronously operating gate blocks

SLR

Each block contains 18 synchronously

operating gate operations

Memory controller 

Xilinx Alveo U250 FPGA chips
contain 4 SLRs 

In total 432 parallel gate operations
on a single FPGA chip



DFE QC simulator  performance

cost function and gradients

can be evaluated with DFE

number of free parameters gate count

gates in the chainfrequency of gates (350MHz)

initialization 
overhead

~ms

arithmetic operations per second: 

equvalent to  2.72 TOPS
(excluding all integer logic from the count)



DFE vs CPU performance

DFE vs 32-Core AMD EPYC 7542 Processor
(64 threads)

6 qubits 9 qubits

CPU server 1 CPU server 2Scaling up calculations: 
split gradients over FPGAs
3 FPGAs per CPU server
MPI between CPU servers 

(25-35) kB/sup to 78x speedup 

(6-13)x speedup with DFE
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Gate synthesis benchmark



 Conclusions and outlook

We have designed a DFE based QC simulator to speed up the
gate synthesis process up to 9 qubit circuits.

Aiming to reduce the execution time by:

Predict intial parameter set with machine learning 
(achieve competitive execution time with deterministic tools)

Scale up the decomposition for circuits with more qubits
(transform the circuit with gate identities, optimize 6-9 qubit blocks)
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